Does a Danish Clinic Have a Cure for Hair
Loss?
Harklinikken contends it can give you your follicles back.
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Men and women dealing with balding—40 percent of us by age 40—confront the mirror with a clinician’s
eye, vow to cut back on vices (more exercise! less booze!), and appraise the hairlines of the follicularly
blessed with envy. Hair loss is a reminder that the human body can’t stay young forever, even though we
try. Prevention is a $3.5 billion business in the U.S.
Reliefseeking sufferers have a few standard options. The American Hair Loss Association recommends
Propecia as the first line of defense and Rogaine, the industry’s sales leader, as the second. Then there are
easytobuy oral supplements such as Biotin and Viviscal, pricey LED light combs that enhance blood flow
to the scalp, as well as powders and sprays. All these treatments have drawbacks: Rogaine may cause skin
irritation, Propecia can lead to impotence, supplements and LED treatments are only marginally effective,
and powders and sprays rub off. Follicle transplants work, but they cost thousands of dollars and require
days of recovery.
Lars Skjoth thinks he has a better solution. Skjoth is the handsome, charismatic, and wellcoiffed founder
and chief scientist at Harklinikken. (That’s “hair clinic” in Danish, though that sounds less impressive than
the hardtopronounce foreign name.) He’s got clinics in Denmark, Dubai, Germany, and Norway. After
opening a U.S. test facility in Tampa in 2013, he and his team recently began taking clients in—where else?

—Beverly Hills, as well as through virtual consultations.

A treatment based on algorithms and tonics
Harklinikken is perhaps best described as a hairloss fraternity, and the exclusivity is part of the draw.
There’s a screening process that weeds out potential pledges with autoimmune illnesses such as alopecia or
baldness from scarring, or anyone unlikely to see a minimum 30 percent increase in growth; Skjoth
estimates he rejects up to 30 percent of potential customers. “Many of them we spend lots of time on before
we reject them,” he says.
Those with worthy domes are quizzed on age, height, weight, hereditary history, diet, exercise, stress levels,
and smoking and drinking habits. Then things get technical: That information is entered into an algorithm
Skjoth has been tinkering with for 20 years, which determines the formula of a proprietary tonic shipped to
the client. The extract is applied topically—twice at halfhour intervals, usually before bed—then
shampooed out two times the next morning, which a consultant demonstrates via Skype. After a $50
consult, the treatment, including special shampoos, costs as much as $120 a month. Skjoth will say only
that the tonic is “based on cow milk and plant derivatives.”
Periodic Skype sessions are about compliance as much as customer service. Wayward clients—those who
aren’t religious about applying the tonic or aren’t helping their cause with lifestyle choices—are shown
graphics charting the correlation between sticking with the program and its efficacy. The company says that
after four months of treatment, most people regain at least 30 percent of lost density and some as much as
60 percent. That’s far beyond results they’d get from existing treatments.
The beforeandafter photos are persuasive: Imagine someone who looks like Bruce Willis suddenly
channeling Owen Wilson. Of course, it’s easy to cherrypick results, especially when about a third of
potential clients whose preexisting conditions might weigh down those percentages are weeded out at the
beginning. In February, Marie Claire published a firstperson report on Harklinikken. “My personal sign the
treatment’s a success?” asked author Ning Chao. “I’m no longer selfconscious that my scalp is showing.”
The clinic claims rock stars and royals as success stories (it won’t divulge names or any particulars about its
financials), in addition to magazine writers. I gave the treatment a try for this article, but my compliance so
far has been somewhat questionable: I kept falling asleep before the second nightly application.
Before it's here, it's on the Bloomberg Terminal.

